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Solanco tractor champ

Les Hershey, 21, of R 1 Kirkwood, shows his winning form
in capturing the championtractor driving at the SolancoFair
on Thursday. Dwayne Peifer finished second in the open
competition and Bob Work was third. The top three FFA
placers were Randy Graver, first; Ted Ayers, second; and
Scott Brinton, third.
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YOU DON'T WALK BEHIND THIS
SILAGE CART. YOU RIDE IT.

When you use a silage cart, you want it to work, in the
morning. In the evening. Every day, seven days a week. But the
more chains and sprockets and belts and beeters and ratchets
on your silage cart, the more chance of failure when you need it.

That’s why you’ll want to look at the new silage cart from US
Farm Systems of Pennsylvania to experience the convenience
of mechanical feeding. Or when you need a second feed cart
because your herd expanded.

This new silage cart uses a hydraulic system run by a Honda
gas engine to power-unload and self-propel the unit. You don’t
walk behind this silage cart. You ride it. And you feed a row of
cows or heifers as fast as you want to move. From either side.

To operate this advanced-design machine, you press down on
the controls. The more you press, the faster the silage cart
works. Forward and backward to deliver a steady, even flow of
silage. Use the large steering wheel to turn the cart in it’s own
tracks. Maneuver in and out of small corners.
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Because of a special unloading design that uses a circular
kick wheel instead of augers and beeters, you get more positive
unloading and a greater use of the cart’s full-load capacity. Up
to 20 percent more usable capacity over the same size box on
competitive models. Available in 35,50 and 75 bushel sizes.

So don’t walk behind your silage cart any longer. Ride this
new US Farm Systems silage cart. For more information and
prices, write to US Farm Systems of Pennsylvania, 3053 Barren
Road. Oxford, PA 19363. Or phone: (301)398-2948.
SPECIAL NOTE: Demonstrations of
manure equipment, bedding choppers and
silage carts are scheduled daily on farms

,
across Pennsylvania, Maryland, New Jersey
and New York. Call or write to US Farm
Systems of Pennsylvania for times and
places.
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